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WELFARE EFFECTS OF CRANGES IN INCOME TAX PROGRESSION IN SWEDEN* 

Ulf Jakobsson and Göran Normann 
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Abstract: 

Within the frameivork given by the theory of optimal income taxation this 

paper investigates the progressivity of the Swedish income tax. On the 

assumption that taxes distort labour leisure choice 30me tax :reforms are 

designed that improve social welfare while keeping t.:l:V: revenues unchanged. 

The instrument used in the analys is is an extended version of a medel for 

simulation of the Swedish system of personal inCOTil2 taxcd:ion earlier 

developed by the authors. 
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COIP.r.:lents and convf.:rsations on an earlier draft of this pape:c, and 
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Introduction 

In this paper we will investigate what kind of implications the 

theory of optimal income taxation yields for the graduation of the income 

tax schedule in Sweden. 

The optimal income tax problem is one way of formalizing the 

trade-off between equality <!nd efficiency, that the authorities (shouid) 

bear in mind \vhen deciding on the r,rogressiveness of the income tax 

schedule. The trade off problems considered in the litterature Cit"C of 

two kinds: 

(i) between equity and efficiency losses due to distortions of labour-

leisure choic.8. (See e.g. Diamond [4], Mirrlees [9], Phelps [11].) 

(ii) between equity and distortions of the incentives to LW8St in 

human capital. (See e.g. Atkinson [2], Phelps fIl], and Sheshinski 

[13].) 

So fa" t:he:re are fe"' wo.cks where ::hese trade-offs have been studied in 

eonnect~on with an actual tax system.
l

) 

We will, however, study the first mentioned trade-off pJ'obleL' i71 

connection with the Swedish syste,u of personal income taxation. Even 

though we east tbe problem into ad optimal taxation mouId, Wl~ do not in-

tend to Hnd the optimal tax sehedule. Instead ,ve will try to find welfare 

im~rcving tax refor~s. 

The instrument tised .in this analysis is an extended ven:ion of 

l) The only examples we know of are :gruno and Ha::>ib (3) ilIld Rosen [13]. 
None of these works ho;vever did primarily investigate the yate structure 
of the tax system. 
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the model for simulation of the SvJedish system of personal income taxation 

first presented in Jakobsson & Normann [7]. The original simulation model 

belongs to a class of models ",ith explicit public parameters that by no", is 

2) quite common. This article might be seen as an attempt to indicate ho", 

these models can be extended to include behavioural relations, \vhich opens 

up the possibility of using the m for a broader range of problems than 

today. 

The first section of the article is a description of the model used. 

We start by presenting the original simulation model by which tax revenues 

at the individual and aggregate levels can be computed. The original model 

provides us ",ith one of the essentiai features of the optimal tax problem, 

name ly a tax function defined on individual income. This model is then 

extended to encompass the other main ingredients of the optimal income 

tax problem as posed by Mirrlees [9]. These are individual utility functions 

define(~ on consumption and leisure, a skill distribution, a social ",elfare 

function defined on individual utilities , and a product:Lon relation. We 

give a. fairly detailed description of ho", this extension is made in the 

last part of section 1. 

To finci the optimal tax system, the social welfare runction is 

rua~dmized s'J.bjec.t to tw') cons':raints. The tirst is that the individual 

maximizes his utility subject to his income constraint. 7he second is 

that thei:otal labour supplied ca'"! produce the total quantity of good s 

demanded. Welfare improving tax reforms ",iII analogously be tax chaages 

thnt impro'Te 80cial ,,,elfare subj act to these t",o ccnstraints. SectL.ms 

2 and 3 of the article ~re devote.d to finding that kind of tax changes, 

2) For early examples or models of this type see Pechman [10]; Rechtenwald 
[12]. 
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where the present Swedish tax system is the initial state. This is done 

by simulation in the extended tax model. 

We find that under the assumptions usually made in the litterature 

on optimal income taxation progression in the Swedish income tax should be 

decreased. The most striking result is that all statutory marginal tax 

rates should be diminished in braekets above 30000 Sw er (c:a 7500 $) 

",hich is ~,'ell below the median income. The main explana:ton for this turns 

·out to be E'- "perverse revenues" effect. Revf..nues will actually be in

creased when marginal tax rates are diminished. The extra revenues could 

be used for introducing a lump sum transfer. This cOlTioination of parameter 

changes will obviously increase the utility for everybody. Therefore 

the specification of the social welfare function is not important for the 

re8ult i!1entioned, as long as we restrict ourselves to Paretian functions. 

tffiat is important, hmvever, is the labour supply response to a 

ch aD W' in marginal ta."'{ rates, since this response obviously is crucial for 

the "perverse revenue effect." In section 4 we investigate how sensitive 

this effect :.s to different assumptions on the elasticity of substitution 

(o) betvleen consur,lption and leisure in the individual utility function. 

1<;: is found thtit this effect appeC'.rs in most rate brackets for (J :::. 0.4. 

In th,~ last s2ction we briefly discl.lss what kind of conclusions 

can be dr:awn from our results. 
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l. Hodel description 

The original model consists of two parts namely a m.icro part and an 

aggregative part. The former part is constructed to compute the tax for 

arandom individual. The individuals were partitioned in ten categories 

such that all individuals in a category are treated at least approximately 

equal by the tax laws. The categories are of the type single persons 

(age 17-66) \vithout children, married men (age 17-66) ar~d so on. p..n in-

dividual is in the model chc.racterized n,)t only by the category he belongs 

to but also by the level of his income before tax. Thus the micro model is 

an algorithm that for a given set-up of public parameters computes the tax 

for an inJividual on the basis of two pi~ces of information of him, namely: 

(l) the individual's level of income before tax; (2) the eategory the in-

dividual belongs to. 

As can be seen from figure l the micro modC!l is the place where 

the public parameters are introduced. Jakobsson & Normann [7] Sivc a 

short deseription3
) of how the tax laws were formalized and to some extent 

simplified so that they eould be integrated in the model. 

If we eonsider a specific eategory a condensed description of the 

micro-model is given by: 

t =' F(y; P) 

t _. individual tax payments 

y = individual ineome before tax 4) 

p - set or deduction and tax parameters 

3) For a full description, see Jakobsson & Norman!! [8]. 

4) The income before tax coneept used here is total net income (sammanraknad 
nettoinkomst), Gur choice of this concept that is defined by the tax law has 
bec:n dietated hy the e::isting data on income distribution, 



Figure l. Chart of the micro-model. 
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To get from (l) to a maero-relation between ineome and ta::~es an 

aggregation procedure is introduced. The one we have used relies on know-

ledge of the incowe distributions in different categories. Still considering 

a specific eategory the total tax (T), paid by the category is given by 

Ymax 

T N . r 
) F(y;P) • \jI' (y)dy (2) 

Ymin 

where N = number of persons in the eategory, \jI' (y) density funetion of 

inco'n2s in the category. 

In this simulation model it is possible to distinguish and comparethe 

effeets on e.g. revenues and ineome distribution af ter tax of different 

sp8cified ehanges in the parameter set. The level and distribution of in-

come. before taxes also appear eArplicitly so the built-in-flexibility of the 

tax system can be investigateLl. An important limitation of the model, how-

ever, is that ineome before tax is exogenous. By introducing, in the 

micro-'I.:lodel, uti lit y Inaximizing ehoiee between labour and leisure on part 

of indi"idua:_s, this assamption is relaxed in the present version of the 

1.1. Individl'.al beha'-ior __________ v_~_ 
The assumptions' on individual behaviour made here are tb,ose of 

standard labour leisure Lmalysis. He will thus assume that individua:'-s have 

ldentical preferences and try to maximize their utility. It is also assumed 

that eonsumptions of g00ds (C) and eonsumption of leisure (L) enter a 

utility functiOIl U(C;L). Each i11dividual maLes his choiee (C;L) in light 

of his budget eonstraint which can be written 

c = f(wH;P) _ wH - F(wH;P) (3) 
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H hours worked (H == Q-L; Q hours available) 

'-1 == wage rate 

f represents the funetion from ineome before tax to ineome af ter tax. 

The formulation of the budget eonstraint implies two assumptions, 

both common in the optimal tax litterature: 

(i) Savings are ignored 

(ii) Other income than vJa9;e ineome is ignored, Le. y '"' ~"H. 

In ordt::.r to make a quantitative analysis it is necessary to be more 

specific on the form of the individual utility function. \ve have here ehosen 

the standard assumption that the utility function is of the Cobb-Douglas 

type. In a special section we will discuss how sensitive our basic results 

are to this assumption. 

On the assumption that the individual tries to maximize hi.s utility, 

he will faee the following optimum problem: 

Ma~ Ca CQ-H) l-a subject to C f(wH;P) (4) 

The optimal labour supPly of the individual will be 

where 

f l ("'JR; P) • wH 
e = 

f ("lH;P) 
'd 1 ' 6\ 

res~ ua~ progress~on . 

5) Q stands for maximäl labour supply. Supposing that there is a limit at 
16 hours per dE.y every day, we get for a full year Q == 5, 8l rO. To get 
realistie values on labour supply we have ehosen a = 0.33. Expe .... imerltation 
with different values on a indicates that our results are not sensitive to 
changes in a. 

6) For a discussion of this eoncept see Jakobsson 16]. 
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If \Ve suppose that the .. lage rate (w) for each individual is given 

exogenously then (5) in principle can be solved for H, provided that f is 

completely specified. Furthermore it is clear that to each specific set of 

public parameters (P) we get a related solution for H. So (t) defines a 

function from (w;P) to H or 

l 
H = g (tv;P) (6) 

By (6), the buJget-restricti.on (3), and the utility func:tion we get 

u =: i (w;P) (7) 

Since we are assuming that y = wH, we also get by (6) and (l) individual 

tax payments 

t 
3 

g (w;P) (8) 

1. w. Aggregation over "lage rates 

Abasic difference between the micro-model defined by (l) and that 

defined by the preceding equations is that the wage yate is exogeneous in 

the latter while income is exogeneous in the original model. From the 

empirical point or v:l.ew this represents a diffieulty sinee the only informa-

tion we h::lve got on individuals is the distribution of ineome. In order :':0 

aggregat..e the model (6)-(8) it is therefore neeessary to relate individual 

hleome in the initial position to wage rates. This is done by (5). At 

the existing tax system we ean observe ineome distribution before tax. 

Forn.ula {S) then relates eaeh ineome to a speeific value on H. Since 

y == wB, we there a1so get a speeifie ,vage rate assoeiated with each ineome 

level in the initial stage. 'Ihereby we get from the observed ineome 
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distribution a distribution of wage rates that is exogenously given in the 

model and constant throughout the e)~eriments carried out here. By this 

device we get for a specific category aggregate tax payments as 

w 
max. 

T = f 
VI • 

ID.l.il • 

3 g (w; ;P) 4?' (w)dw (9) 

v1here 4?' (w) is t:1e "derived" distribution of 'vages. He ,'iII assume that 

this distribution is equivalent to "the skill distribution in the optimal 

incon~.2 tax problem. Concerning production we adopt the assumption that 

the production of each worker equals his wage. 

1.3 The social welfare function 

A central element for the whole concept of an optimal tax schedule 

is an interpersonal comparison of utilities. The valuation of utilities 

for different persons is Dao.e by a social "h7elfare function. The proper 

specification of this function is of cou-r;se a very difficult problem, We 

h::rve, hOvJevEx, ...:hosen the form mos t common ly used in the literature on 

opcimal taxation, namely addition of individual utilities raised to the 

power of l-s, where s 
nI-s 

(Atkinson [l]) (----1-[ 

'v(~lfare 

w 
ma.x. 

could be interpreted as social inequality aversion 
" " 

s :. O; s =f 1). By this function we have social 

l 
l-s 

2 (l-s) 
[g (w; ;P)] cp' (w)dw (10) 

w. nU.n. 

Restricted as this form might seem it still allmvs for a wide range 

of social preference orderings. Included are the strictly utilitarian 
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approach (t:"'0) and the Rawlsian welfare function, maxi-min, (t: -+- (0), This 

illustra tes the \vell-knovln fact that the sensitivity of the function ':1 to 

changes in different parts of the distribution is affected by the value of 

the parameter t:. The higher the value of t: the larger is the weight given 

to cha.l1ges in the lOvJer part of the distribution. A higher value does also 

increase the general sensitivity for inequality. 

By (10) our extended simulation model is complete and it will now be 

used to jnvestigate what effects V.1e get when public parameters are changed. 

By simulations with the model we compute partiaI derivatLves of H, U, t 

(individual level) ) ~i[ and T (aggregate level) with respect to specific public 

paramc>ters p., 
J 

2. Simulation results 

All simulations are restricted to the category ~i2d :nen (~vife not 

assessed) in active ages. Important for our analysis is that in this 

category a very high fraetion of total income is wage income. Table l gives 

for this category averag~ pre-tax ineome in each ineome class (1975) an0 

corresponding average al1d marginal effective tax ra ees in the 197t.i tax 

system. 

The policy instruments we are going to consider arE'. the statutory 

margin2.l tax rates at national taxation, the local tax rates and the b asic 

ta...,;: deduetion. In addition to these existing para.:tcters ,ve consider the 

effeets of the introduetion of et lump-sum transfer equal to all persoHs ir: 

the distributions. 

2.1 .J2!ffeets on the inc:ividual 

On the individuallevei we can for a specific vlage rate, according 

to (6)-(8) compute 
aH au at 

~ ____ o --- etc Before we report on the results ap. y ap '''p • 
~ i o i 
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Table 1. Tax rates and income distribution for mctrried (wife 

not assessed) in 1975 

Income Helative Pre-tax me-"l.n Avera 7 e r.1argina1 Residual ,:.:.::;. 
(-:. 

class frequency of income tax rate tax rate progression 
tax payors SV/.Cr. 

0/ ;0 
0/ 
/0 % 

1 2.2 118 O O 1.00 

2 0.1 2 801 O O 1.00 

3 2.0 9 076 O 31 0.69 

4 4.1 14 411 9 31 0.76 

5 5.7 20 c~59 16 36 0.76 

6 8.2 25 598 20 41 0.74 

7 13.6 31 416 24 46 0.71 

8 17.6 36 634 28 52 0.66 

9 14.6 42 273 31 52 0.69 

10 15.1 49 323 35 57 0.65 

11 6.6 61 274 40 62 0.63 

12 ':5.7 '/4 882 44 72 0.50 

13 2.1 98 865 51 72 0.57 

14 203 161 158 61 80 0.51 

------
a) Elastiu 1 ty of income af ter tax with respect to inco;ne befere tax. 
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or these computations vJe sha11 indicate the nature or the different parameter 

changes and the kind of individual response we might expect under the assumptions 

made. 

The effect on individual labour supply from a tax change can be divided 

in an income effect and a substitution effect. The income effect is positive, 

which in this connection means that an isolated increase in the average tax 

rate ~vill increase labour supply. The negative substitution effect implies 

that an isolated inerease in the marginal tax rate will le ad to a diminished 

labour supply. For 8. given tax schedule a speeific revenue is colleeted from 

the individual. 

The tax sehedule in the Swedish tax system can be described as an in

creasing step-wise linear function from income to tax payments. The general 

shape of the funetion is determineci by the statutory marginal tax rates at 

national taxation :2.!! il the so called basic tax deduct ion. FigL/re 2 illustrates 

an increase of the statutory marginal tax rate within a specific bracket 

(bracket 2 in the figure). Obviously, people below this bracket will not be 

affected by the change. Everybody in bracket 2 and above will have their 

utility levels dimjnished. An inriividual within the bracket gets his marginal 

tax rate. as weIl as his average tax rate increased~ so the effeet on labour 

supply is in principle undetermined and so is the revenue effect, If the 

effect on labour supply is positive, the revenue ·effect 'vill of course also be 

positive. 'A negatIve supply effect might, hOvlever , diminish the tax-b'3.se 

enough to offset the E.ffect on revenue from the upward shift in the tax 

schedule. 

As the tax increase in bracket 3 a:1d above is of the same natt::re as 

an additional lump sum tax labour supply in these brackets will be greater 

than before and so will revenues collected. Utility levels , h0wever, väll 



Figure 2. Increasc of the statutory marRinal tax rate within a 

specific braeket. 
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of eourse be diminished. 

If we no,,, go to the loeal tax it eould mainly be seen as a linear tax 

with constant marginal tax rate whieh is equal to the loeal tax rate. It is 

elear that an inerease in this tax rate VJill for the v7hole range of ineome 

give rise to exaetly the same effeets as VJe met ~vithin braeke!:: 2 in the pre-

eeding paragraph. 

The qualitative effeets of ehanges in the other tvlO instruments (basie 

Lax deduetion, lump-sum transfer) are obvious sin<::e the y do not affeet marginal 

tax rates and therefore only give rise to ineome effeets. 

Results on the miero level for ehanges of the statutory marginal tax 

rates in braekets 0-10 000 Sw.er and 30 000-40 000 Sw.er., can be seen in 

Table 2. Eaeh of these parameters has been inereased by one percentage unit. 

In the table the resulting ehanges in percent of initial values are. given 

for tax payments, hours \'JOrked and individual utilities at different ineome 

levels . To pick an E.xample we can in row 8) eolumn 9, read the vFi.lue of 

(at/ap.)/(t) • 100 at ineome level 'V 36 600, vJhere p. stands for the marginal 
J J 

tax rate in the braeket 30 000-40 000 Sw.Cr. 

As eould be expeeted, utilities are decreased. for all individuals 

affeeted by the tax inerease. Furthermore, those :i.ndi viduals tha~ get th(~lr 

tax .::-atf-.s L1ercased with unehanged marginal tax rates will inerease theit' 

hours 'VlOrked. The amount of tax colleeted from these people VJill, of eourse, 

a1so inerease. These results do not depend on our speeifie ehoice of 

utility funetion for the individllal. The Cobb-Douglas assumptior.. is. however, 

important in the braekets VJhere margina.l tax rates are inereased. Here we 

get a deecease in labour supply. For individuals VJith taxable ineome in 

the braeket 30 000-40 000 this effeet is strong enough to produce a 

negative overall effect on their tax payments. 



Table 2. Effeets of parameter ehanZ;0s on th0 individua1 at difi'erent 

ineome levels. 

" t 111«_''''' .. ..no 

Ine:!.'es:.se of statutory marginal 
Pre-tax. tax rate in te.xeJJ1e ineome brael<et ----mean in-- 0-10 000 S'l,\[. er f: 30 OOO-L:cO 000 SV/.Cr. 

Ineome come before 1.Iarginal Work Tax i,Iarginal ~II 01"' 1< Tax 
elass tax cl1.ange t: ax Y':3te efrort Utility payment tax rate ei'fort Utility payment 

_.-il) (2)a) ( 3) b) (4)b) (5)b) (o)a) (7) b) ( 8) b) (9)b) 

1 118 O O O O O O O O 
2 2 flOl O O O O O O O O 
3 9 076 +1 -1.1 -0.1 0.0 O O O O 
4 14 411 +1 -0.6 -0.2 4.8 O O O O 
5 20 259 O 0.5 -0.2 5.5 O O O O 
6 25 E)C 0 . .1 () O 0.4 -0.2 2.3 O O O O 
7 31 416 O 0.4 -0.1 2.1 O O O O 
8 36 6~)4 O 0.4 -0.1 1.6 +1 -2.1 -0.0 -3. fl 
9 42 373 O 0.3 -0.1 1.3 +1 -1.8 -0.1 -2.5 
10 49 3~3 O 0.3 -0.1 1.1 O 0.3 -0.1 1.1 
11 61 274 O 0.3 -0.,1 0.8 O 0.3 _0.1 0.8 
12 74 882 O 0.3 -0 .. 1 0.8 O O '" -0.1 0.2-ev 
13 98 865 O 0.3 -0.1 0.4 J O 0.2 -0.1 0.4 
14 161 158 O 0.2 ·~O .1 0.3 O 0.2 -0.1 0.3 

a) Change given in percentage units. 
b) Change given in percent of initial valne. 



PI 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 
P6 
P7 
P8 
P9 

PIO 
PlI 
P12 

Table 3. Ag~rega te ef:f'ec: ts of,parame .. !er char~ges on soc ial welfare 

and tax revenue. 

Parameter3 

National income tax schedule 

Tc.xable income I:nj. tial 
bracket. statutory 
T!tousands of margino,l 
SVl. er. ta)c rate 

el 
/0 

0-15 7 
15-20 12 
20-25 17 
25-30 22 
30-40 28 
40-45 33 
45-65 38 
65-'9°c

) 43 
100-a 52 

J ~ f e) ,ump su:n L.rans er f) 
ic tax deductiGn'-er ) 

Local income tax"" 

Chanse of 
parameter 

+1 P .ub ) 

" 
" 
" 
" 
II 

II 

II 

II 

+100 Sw.Cr. 
+100 Sw .Cr. 
+1 p.u 

Effect on 

Tax revenue 
mill. Sw.Cr. 

99 
27 
22 
10 

-19 
-30 

-O 
-14 
-33 

-71 
..-,r-

-OJ 

33 

Social welfarea ) 

E=O.8 
jJ 

€=3.0 

-4.21 10-1 -8.9 
-1.41 Il -2.7 
-1.27 " -2.3 
-1.03 II -1.7 
-,89 Il -1.3 
-.25 11 -.3 
-.44 :1 .- .4 
-.46 fl -.39 
-.G8 II -.49 

1.0 
10-1 

1.0 
1.73 3.4 

-6.40 " -12.9 

t=6.0 

10-3 3.3 10-5 

" -.8 Il 

" -.6 II 

" -.4 " 
" -.3 II 

II -.1 " 
" -.0 II 

II -.0 1/ 

" -.0 II 

10-3 1.0 r-

1.2 10 --
" -4.5 fl 

f-l 
0'\ 
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nates to tD.ble 3. 

a) These effects are norwalized so that the effect of the introduction 
of a lump-sum transfer by 100 Sv/.Cr. is equal to one. 

b) Percentage unit. 

c) TvlO bracl<:ets put to,s;ether. The statutory mal"ginal. tax rate is 48% in 
the subbr2ccket 70 000-100 000 Sw. Cl". 

d) ef. c). The statutory marginal tax rate is 56% in the subbracket 
150 000-. 

e) This parameter does not exist in the actual tax systern. 

-,"') Presently 4 500 Sw.Cr.allowed to all incorne earners subject to the 
restriction that taxable incorne should not becorne negative. 

g) Flat rate of approximately 26% applied to taxable income. 
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This negative effeet is essentiaI for the results we ,vill give later 

on. Some readers might find it so extreme that it would rule out any form 

of the individual utility funetion produeing this effeet. Hmvever, as soon 

as any ineentive effeets at all are admitted, a perverse revcnue effeet does 

not seem to be too far fetehed whieh might be elear from the following. 

Consider a full time worker supplying 2 000 hours/ycar at a wage rate o~ 

22.5 Sw.Cr/hour. This gives a yearly wage of 45 000 Sw.Cr and a taxable 

ineome of approximately 40 000 Sv/.Cr. Tax payments are roughly 12 000 Sw.Cr. 

Now let the marginal tax rate in the braekets above the taxable ineome 

30 000 Sw. Cr be inereased by one percentage unit. At a taxable ineome of 

40 000 this gives an initial tax inerease on 100 Sw.Cr or 0.8 perecut of 

taxes paid. By how mueh must hours worked be diminished in order to offset 

this positive revenue effeet? Since the elasticity of tax pa)'1118nt".; with 

respeet to ineome in this braeket is roughly equal to 2, an adjustment in 

hours worked by 0.4%, or 8 hours per year, would be suffieie~t to give a 

zero revenue effeet. Higher adjustments than 8 hours per year will eon-

sequently give negative revenue effects. 

2.2 Aggregate effects 

From the aggregative part of the model (e.g. (9)-(10») we can ir-

vest:igate the effects of specific parameter changes on tax revell1.J.es and the 

social welfa!"e fUDetion. T bl 3 . d l f aT a e glves compute va ues o ap. 
l 

for different paran~ters. 

aw 
and ap. 

1. 

The most striking result of the table is that the perver::;e revenue 

effects we could observe on the micro-level in certain cases give rise to 

similar effects on the macro-level. Take e.g. the bracket 30-40 000 Sw.Cr. 



From the table vJe can see that a rise of the marginal tax-rate in this 

braeket by l percentage unit will decrease the aggregate tax revenues by 

19 million Sw.Gr. From the micro-simulations (Table 2) it is clear that 

this figure is the net effect of diminished revenues from people withiL 
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the braeket getting their marginal tax rate increased and revenue increases 

from people above the braeket ) where the average tax rate is increased while 

the marginal tax rate is unchanged. 

The interp~etation of the perverse revenue ef~ects for certain 

brs.ckets is that the tax schedule in these brackets is not Pareto-optimal 

unde:r die assumptions on individual behaviour made here. LovJered marginal 

tax rates would increase utilities for the persons affected at the same 

time as total revenues would be increased. 

We can also observe that the effect on social welfare of introducing 

a lump--sum transfer, with one exception is much greater than any other 

welfare effect. The exception is the rate of the regressive local tax. 

For s '-'O . i'> it \vou1d not increase social vJelfare to finance an increased 

lump-sum transfer with an increase in the local tax rate. 

For higher values of € the welfare effect of other parameter 

changes become almost negligible compared to the \velfare effect of a change 

in the lump-sum transfer.. 

3. vJelfan~ improving policies under a fixed budget-const~aint 

VIe are nmv equipped to &1.Swer the question of which parameter changes 

to choose in order to increase social welfare. As we do not consider ot~er 

branches of public policy than personal inccme taxation it is natural to 

restrict the c1:langes in the tax schedule to leave total net revenues constant. 

This restriction is under the assumptions made here equivalent to the restriction 

that changes in consurr.ption shall be equal to changes in production (see Stern 

[15]). By the he1p of Table 3 it is easy to design policies, i.e. 
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combinations of parameter changes that improve social welfare keeping total 

revenues constant. 

In terms of our previous notation our task is to find combinations 

of parameter changes dPk;dP
c 

such that 

dW aw dP
k 

aH dP o . +-- . > 
aPk 

ap c 
c (11) 

dt 
aT dP. + aT dl' o . . = 
aP

k 
I, ap c ,,-

c 

In Table 4 we give a selection of combined parameter changes that 

fulfills (Il). The results are in accordance with those reached by Mirrlees 

(9] and Phelps [Il]. Both authors present results indicating that the optimal 

marginal tax rates should be falling at higher income leveIs. Here it is 

clear that marginal tax rates in brackets above 30 (JOO should be lowered. In 

Table 4, II and III are examples of such policies. It should also be mentioned 

that these two policies are of special interest since theyas weIl as policy 

VI represent Pareto improvements. 

We have introduced the possibility of a lump-sum transfE::r b. the 

tax system. Our results strongly indicate that such an element should be 

inclllded in the actual tax system. This is of course also in accordance 

with the results reached in the theoretical literature. 

In our anaIysis this result can be explained by the heavy tl7eight 

attached to income in the lmvest part of the distrihution, already by the 

utilitarian sum of utilities. This tendency is reinforced by the social 

welfare function. It sbould also be pointed out that the fjnancing of such 

policies is comparatively easy in the category mnrried men since it has 

fe,v persons in the bottom (see Table l). 
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'rabIe 4. CO;1b iDation of parameter cha.i'lr;e s lmprovins sac ial '\'le1fare 

under a fixed revenue constralnt. 

I ~------------
f'arameters 
involved 

Par.3.:T;e ter 
changes 

Parc:.:..rrie tel'S 

invo1ved 

PaY'ameter 
(;hanz,~ s 

PlI) 
marginal 
tax rate 
bracket 
0'-15' 
Sw .Cr. 

+0.71 

mal'" g in al 
tax rate 
bracl<et 
0'-15' 
Sw.Cr. 

-l 

?\ 
PIO- ) 
lunm-stJJT1 
transfer 

+1 

P31 ) 
margin2.1 
tax rate 
oracket 
20'-25' 

+4.5 

marginal 
tax rate 
bracket 
40' -45' 
Sw .Cr. 

-2.3 

P121 ) 
10ca1 
tax rate 

+2.2 

PI02 ) 
l Unll) - s U:7l 

transfer 

+1 

marginal 
tax rate 
bracket 
40'-45' 
Sw .Cr. 

-3.3 

PI0 2 ) P121 ) 
1ump-sum local 
transfer tax rate 

+1 

PlI) 
marginal 
tax rate 
bra.cket 
0'-15' 
Sw .Cr. 

-l 

PlI) 
marginal 
tax rate 
bracket 
0'-15' 
Sw.Cr. 

+1 

*) For == 0.8 the indicated combination of cnanges in 10ca1 tax. rate 
(P12) and lump-SUYtl transfer (PIO) leads to a decreased value of the 
so~ ictJ. \"1 e l f <21.r e func tior) . 

l) C~ange given in percentage tJJ1its. 

2) Change given in hundreds of Sw.Cr. 

:: 
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Another general conclusion from the results is that the valuation 

of different policies do not change much with the value of €. For the 

piecemeal policy analysis done here, it is in most cases indifferent if E 

is equal to zero (the strictly utilitarian approach) or if we let € tend to 

infinit y (the Rawlsian criterion). A related point is that -:Jl:ility changes 

in the higher income classes mostly could be neglected. \'Jhat is important 

here is the revenue ei:fect. Therefore the assumptions made on disincentives 

in these classes are important for the results we Hill get.. 

From Table 3 it is Been that an increase in the locdl tax rate com

bines a low revenue effect l ) with a high welfare loss. Polieies Vand VI 

in Table 4 are both eneompassing a ehange in the loeal tax rate (P12). 

\~en it is used to finanee an increased lump-sum transfer we get a welfare 

inerease only when € is greater than 0.8. This inr:rease is much less than 

the: one we get when the Ioeal tax rate is lmvered in combination with an 

increase in the marginal tax rate in the lm.vest braeket (policy VI). 

4. Disineentives and 1:"he revenue effect 

A clear eut result of Dur previous analysis is that, under the 

assumptions made, marginal tax rates should be decreased in all braekets 

above 30 000 Sw.Cr. This result depends erucially on the fact that in thqse 

brackets a decreased marginal tax rate leads to an increase in aggregate 

tax revenues (T). 

It is imporrant to check how sensitive this resalt is to char!gcs in 

the elasticity of substitution between consumption of goods and consumption 

of Ieisure. He have done this by letting the individual's labour supply be 

7) 
governed by a utility function of the CES-type. By simulating the response 

If U is maximized subjeet to the 
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of hours worked and revenues for different values of o for a change in the 

marginal tax rates in each one of the brackets above 30 000 Sw .Cr. we get 

an indication of the range of o where the disincentive effect is strong 

enough to create a perverse revenue effect. 

From Table 5 it is seen that in the two highest brackets there is 

quite a wide range of values on o that will give a perverse aggregate re-

venue effect. For the lower brackets, however) we get a picture that is a 

bit more mixed. Still, the Cobb-Douglas-assumption does not seem to be 

essentiai for our results. l\n jntcresting result in thi3 connection is 

provided by Stern [15] who calculated implied elasticities of substitution 

from the estimated supply curves by Ashenfelter and Heckman J. This 

calculation gives 0=.4, which indicates that the range of o in table 5 for 

most brackets contains realistic '{.qlues. 

6. Concluding remarks 

A clear-cut canclusion of our analysis is that the graduation of the 

Swedish income tax differs greatly from what would be prescribed by the 

theory of optimum income taxation with its usual assumptions. One may then 

take either the position that the tax system should he changed or the position 

that the assumpticns in the theory of optimai ir,come tJza'::ion need re-examina-

tion. 

Certa:'nly one "JOuld like to have more empirical evidence on. individual 

beh~vior before using our results for policy prescriptions. The analysis 

----budget constraint the number of hours \lorke1 will be determined implici.tly by 
the following equation 

l~a (T~H)-(W+l) = (ff(!Hhv)/(l-M) 

In lack of data on hourly wage :rates we have computed values 0:1 W from yearly 
incomes on the assllI'lption that everybody initially is working 2 000 hours/year. 
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Table 5. Least ~alue on er in the CES-f'unction where an increased 

marginal tax rate produces diminished aggregate tax revenues 

P 5 P 6 P 7 P 8 P 9 

Braeket of the tax 
schedule 
( thousands of Sw.Cr. ) 30-40 40-45 45-65 65-100 100-

o Revenues wil1 be 
diminished for C""';z... 0.8 0.4 1.0 0.4 0.3 
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made has highlighted the crucial importance of the labour supply response 

to tax changes. Therefore one objection against the results reached might 

be that the assumptions on disincentives have little empirical support. 

Econometric work in this area indicates that labour force participation and 

average hours of adult men are affected relatively little by changes in tax 

rates. As "t'Je could see in se<::tion tf, calculations made by Stern r 15] in

dicate that the el':lsticity of substitution between lQbour and leisure among 

adult men still is high enough to pr6duce the "perverse revenue effect" in 

a -:,vide range of tax brac~cets. A more important fact, hOvJever, is that there 

is a downward bias in the estimates of these studies since they only are 

concerned with one dimension of labour supply, namely hours of work, while 

more important dimensions are left out, like work effort, choice of job, 

den-,qnd ror education. 
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